




More than 500 years old and with approximately 500 acres covered  
in vines, Quinta de Ventozelo is one of the oldest and largest  

estates in the Douro Valley, set in one of the region’s most beautiful 
locations. With a landscape to make your heart sing, it stretches  

from the edge of the majestic Douro River through hills and woods  
to reach an altitude of 1,640ft, making a richly diverse terroir  

for its wines. Now, among the oaks, rock roses, rosemary, heather  
and broom where red kites and booted eagles swoop, 29 bedrooms 

have been opened in several old farm buildings, most with a view  
of the slow-moving water beneath. One two-bedroom house hangs 

over the river while a former barn looks onto an aromatic orange  
grove. There are suites in ancient wine-storage tanks, a string of  

rooms in a one-time workers’ dormitory and Casa Grande, wonderful 
for groups of friends and families, where six bedrooms share a  

library, kitchen and private swimming pool. Skilfully woven into the 
greater picture, the spaces are dominated by their setting, with  
simple decoration that draws on local schist stone and brings  

the outside in. There is plenty to do here, from floating in the pool,  
wine tastings and shopping the crafts in the tempting boutique 

(handwoven baskets, fragrant soaps) to browsing the museum that 
eloquently tells the Ventozelo story. For lunch, wooden boards  

are arranged with Portuguese sausages, smoked hams and cheese in 
the rustic restaurant, once a farm canteen, which spills onto a  

terrace hemmed by flowers with a sweeping panorama across the 
valley. Like a jigsaw, every compelling piece fits together here,  

drawing you into the Douro way of life. ML
BOOK IT Doubles from about £120. hotel.quintadeventozelo.pt
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Back when hotels in the olive-filled plains of the Alentejo, where resident 
storks still outnumber people, were even rarer than they are today, 

Herdade da Malhadinha Nova set a benchmark. This smartly restored 
10-bedroom farmhouse is surrounded by acres of fields and cork-oak 
woods roamed by pure-blood lusitano horses, Iberian black pigs and 

merino sheep. A vineyard has been planted, and labels on its acclaimed 
wines – freckled cows, zebras and bunches of grapes in thick crayon – 

drawn by the children of the Soares family who own it. The restaurant, 
directed by Joachim Koerper of Lisbon’s Michelin-starred Eleven, 
delivers innovative field-to-fork dishes that use the bounty of the 

grounds: home-raised beef tartare; Malhadinha lamb with courgette  
tart and rosemary from the herb garden; cakes made from the farm’s 

lemons. In 2020, the family took things to a whole new level by revamping 
several abandoned buildings around the estate to provide individual  
villas with in-house dining. Terracotta-hued Casa do Ancoradouro is  

set up high overlooking the land with a vast swimming pool, games room  
and seven bedrooms. A sense of place is evident throughout – in the 

Alentejan antiques, bespoke artisanal ceramics and even pieces such  
as the heracleum light by Dutch designer Marcel Wanders, which  

echoes the wildflowers outside. But perhaps the best example of the 
Soares’ passion for detail is found in the two-bedroom Arts and Crafts 

house, where the walls are covered with clay in a natural olive-green 
pigment, putting a modern twist on a respected tradition. Outdoors  

there are horses to ride and hot-air balloons to soar in, but there are also 
countless corners for seeking out solitude and silence. ML

BOOK IT Doubles from about £260. malhadinhanova.pt

Staying here feels like visiting an epicurean friend with great taste, one  
who places equal importance on very good art, very good food and a  

very good bed at the end of the evening. Set on the first floor of  
a Chiado townhouse in Lisbon’s pretty historic centre, the hotel has been 

converted from a family apartment into a series of considered areas  
that include a gallery, five bedrooms and a serious restaurant. A 17-plate 

tasting menu is served at a shared circular table or at a countertop  
in the kitchen. Head chef Hugo Candeias is big on local ingredients – 

clam, crab, cod, suckling pig – inventively paired with unusual teas  
(an amuse-bouche Tea Sour cocktail, for example) rather than wine, 

though a selection of Portuguese and international bottles are also 
available. Any don’t-touch stuffiness has been avoided; there’s a record 

player in the dining room with a choice of albums to flip through,  
and with such a small number of guests, supper feels more like a dinner 
party. Elegant and modern, the bedrooms are neutral, calm and restful: 

white walls, subtle period details, minimal furniture and soft lighting. 
Along with the striking original works by leading Portuguese artists  

hanging in all the rooms, there’s a small in-house exhibition space which  
hosts a regular programme of contemporary shows and cultural 

gatherings. But what’s so clever about this set-up is the homely vibe. Staff 
are friendly and welcoming, making first-time visitors feel as if they are 

part of the gang, and the chef chats away while preparing whatever  
takes your fancy for breakfast. A hundred leagues on from busy hotels 
with a look-at-me scene, this place is taking the idea of the city crash  

pad in a sophisticated new direction. TRISH LORENZ
BOOK IT Doubles from about £175. theartgate.com

HERDADE DA MALHADINHA NOVA ALENTEJO

THE ART GATE LISBON 
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